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Star Courses and the Gateway
Programme
STAR Courses
These courses give students an opportunity to discover and examine study pathways and
participate in work-based learning experiences beyond school. Students can see the range of
courses available on the noticeboard outside the upper school office or simply talk to the STAR
coordinator (Angelika Frank-Alexander) about courses they wish to explore. Courses might
include Barista, Adventure Based Learning (ABL) (for class 11), a variety of trades, Childcare,
Barista, Bar and Table Service, Defensive Driving (prerequisite is a minimum of Learners
License and 50 hours driving experience), Audio Engineering, First Aid, Communication and
First Line Management, Journalism, Photoshop or other media program courses and many
more.
➢
➢
➢
➢

Courses are available throughout the year to classes 10, 11 and 12
Students are encouraged to participate in those courses in an after school or holiday
programme situation.
Senior students are entitled to one STAR course of choice throughout the year.
Senior students on Job Search receive assistance in their preparation for leaving school,
including attending STAR courses and Work Experience placements, sometimes leading up to
Youth Training options.

The Gateway Programme
In 2019 the Christchurch Rudolf Steiner School is offering 8 students the opportunity to
participate in the ‘Gateway Programme’ which enables students to look at a structured
workplace learning opportunity in an industry of their choice. The learning is hands-on and
practical, and assessment is done in the workplace for industry-specific unit and achievement
standards which contribute to NCEA. It typically involves students going on placement in their
chosen profession for one day per week. Preference is given to students who have a proven
track record of being able to keep up with the work. This includes Main Lesson work, where
the student has to undertake to complete the requirements in a timely fashion.
In the past 10 years, we had students exploring the building and construction, plumbing and
drain laying, conservation, early childhood, fitness, retail certificate, outdoor education leader,
swimming teacher, security guard and hospitality industries with great success. Typically, the
students spend one day per week on work placement in the chosen industry. Before the start
of placement, the students may be enrolled in a 2-day health & safety in employment course.
Students may also elect to participate in other courses offered around their placement
throughout the year.

The Criteria for participation are as follows:
➢ That the Gateway placement is necessary for the student to proceed on their chosen
career path, or their ability to do so would be significantly reduced if the placement is
not made
➢ That the student “have a strong interest in a particular industry or career direction”
➢ That the student “be work ready”
➢ That the student “be reliable with a good attendance record”
➢ That the student undertakes to keep up with their school work, including the Main
Lesson work.
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➢ That the student is “motivated to learn in the workplace”
➢ That the student can “manage individualised learning and assessment”
➢ That the choice is not at the expense of appropriate and achievable alternative choices
that keep more options for the future open to the student.
➢ That the course will not put at risk the student’s ability to achieve well in NCEA and to
gain University Entrance where these are realistic possibilities.
The decision about who will be chosen to participate in the Gateway program will be made in
Term 4, 2017 for the 2018 programme. If spaces are still available and discussion with the
Gateway coordinator and the Academic Dean placements can still be decided upon throughout
the year 2018. For more information about work place options, Industry Training Organisation
and availability please contact the Gateway coordinator, Angelika Frank-Alexander or better
still make an appointment to see her: angelikaf@ch.steiner.school.nz

A footnote about STAR courses and Gateway Placements:
Schools receive a budget to fund STAR courses and Gateway placements and can
cost the school up to $150.00 per student per day. Once a commitment has been made
to attend a STAR course or sign up to the Gateway placement, it must be kept. Any
absence from the course or placement is to be covered by a note from a caregiver. If
the absence is 3 days or more, a doctor’s certificate is required. In the event of an
unexplained non-attendance, it is the responsibility of the student and family to
reimburse the fees in full to the school. An abuse of this privilege (including not
returning home work, related to a STAR course or Gateway placement, in a timely
fashion) means that the student forfeits the right to attend future STAR courses or sign
up for future Gateway placements. For more information about STAR courses and
Gateway placements please contact the STAR & Gateway Coordinator, Angelika
Frank-Alexander or better still make an appointment to see her:
angelikaf@ch.steiner.school.nz by yourself or with your family.

Please note that course costs are indicative only and will be covered by the STAR and
Gateway funding unless stated otherwise. Please read above.
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Courses at ‘The Learning Place’
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Southern Institute of Technology
Course name and
standards covered.
Hairstyling

Dates of course
What’s to be covered
Fridays only: 8.30am-3pm each day

Unit standard 25792,
Level 3, Credits 8

To be covered
• Hair up styles
• Braiding
• Thermal styling hair
• Foiling (colouring of hair) on a mannequin
• Cap highlighting (colouring) on a mannequin
• Cutting hair (on a mannequin)
• Complex hairstyles
A 3 day long course – 18 hours. 8.30am – 3pm each day.

Cost: $237.50 per
student (inclusive of
GST)

Plan and Make a
project
Unit standards: 24357,
24358.
Both standards are
Level 2 and together
total 6 credits.
Cost: $135.00 per
student (inclusive of
GST)
Perfect your or others’
gym training

To be covered:
A very hands on/ practical course where students can use
all the carpentry knowledge they have learnt to:
• Plan a provided carpentry project
• Make the project

A four day long course – 24 hours
8.30am-3pm each day

Unit standard 22264,
Level 3, Credit 4
Cost: $180.00 per
student (inclusive of
GST)

To be covered:
A very practical course that runs where you will learn
techniques and tips for organising/ setting, planning and
maximizing your training (or another’s) inside and outside
the gym. Set at the Pioneer stadium facilities.

Mig Welding

A four day long course – 24 hours

Unit standards 21683,
21684,
Level 2, together
totalling 5 credits

8.30am-3pm each day
To be covered:
A practical course where students will learn how to use MIG
welding plant.

Cost: $180.00 per
student (inclusive of
GST)
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Course name and
standards covered.
Create a Metal
Sculpture

Dates of course
What’s to be covered
A 3 day long course – 18 hours.

Unit standard 2679,
Level 3, 6 credits

8.30am – 3pm each day.

Cost: $135.00 per
student (inclusive of
GST)
Safe working practises
in a carpentry worksite

To be covered:
A highly practical course where students will be taught torch
brazing, purge brazing and soldering techniques alongside
metal bending to produce their own metal sculptures.
A 2 day long course – 12 hours.
8.30am – 3pm each day.

Unit standard: 24354,
Level 2, 4 credits.
Cost: $90.00 per
student (inclusive of
GST)

To be covered:
A practical course where students will complete small
projects whilst exhibiting safe working practises.
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Adventure Short Course
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NZ Institute of Sport Gateway Placement
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Adventure Based Learning Course
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ProMed Gateway Information
PO Box 46181
Temuka 7948
22 Sheffield St
Timaru 7910
03 971 5276
www.promed.ac.nz
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Security Gateway
Program
We have a Memorandum of Understanding with the schools; this allows us to deliver a course
with the following Units being made available.
This 14 Credit program has been accepted by all the schools.

Unit Standard 27360

Mandatory Online Courses

Unit Standard 27361

Mandatory Full Day Course

Unit Standard 27364

Mandatory Unit Demonstrate Knowledge

Unit Standard 27359

Managing Emergency in Security Context

Skills org has looked at increasing the number of credits to 20 but that will not happen this
year as at adds a rather large cost.
There is a cost involved to deliver, assess and register the credits for the above units. This will
be reviewed on an annual basis. This year the cost is set at $275.00 per person plus gst.
Following or during the completion of these units the students are to complete 20 hours of
work with us at events throughout the year. These hours are supervised in non-security
positions to ensure the students safety and ensure a quality output the positions are in low risk
areas.
On completion of the above and once the students have reached 18 years of age, the legal age
to apply for a Certificate of Approval, Red Badge will apply for a Certificate of Approval for
the student. In order to do so, we will require the following;
-

A copy of I.D

-

A head shot photo

-

A copy of the students record of achievement.

The students will request Red Badge Group to arrange for the application to be submitted to
the Ministry of Justice.
This program must be completed in the calendar year and can’t be carried over to the next
year.
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Delivery Of The Programme
The course has followed this format and proved to be successful to date;
Day 1

Introduction day
Induction (All standard Red Badge Induction Paperwork)

Unit Standard 27359 completed
Details taken for the Log On of Unit Standard 27360 and applied for at Skills

Day 2

Unit Standard 27364
Assessment for Unit Standard 27364 completed.
Students Issued with Log on to Unit 27360

Day 3

Students complete online assessment unit 27360 (2 / 3 Hours)

Day 4

Unit Standard 27361 full day with assessment completed.

Work Experience:
20 Hours work experience, normally weekend work at venues with low risk and under strict
supervision; this is event type work not undertaking security roles.

Once a student has completed the work experience hours they are free to earn money working
on a casual employment contract with Red Badge Group and will be paid the appropriate rate.
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PADI Open Water Course
SCUBA diving is great fun and can open the way for you to discover the diversity of the amazing
underwater world. PADI Open Water Dive Course is world recognised and enables you to enjoy the
diving environment as a highly trained and safe diver, and gives you the opportunity to enjoy hasslefree diving. After completing your diving course with Dive HQ, you'll be a certified PADI Open Water
Diver and then you can enjoy local and overseas diving through our great dive trips.
We understand you have a busy lifestyle and your leisure time is important to you. Our performancebased training will ensure you'll master all the necessary water skills before you undertake the open
water component of your course. This approach optimises your enjoyment of diving and maximises
your progress through the Open Water Course.
We want you to enjoy your diving experience so you'll come to love diving as much as we do.
Our Open Water Course packages include all instruction, SCUBA equipment (Excluding Mask,
Snorkel, Fins, Booties), The PADI Open Water Diver Manual, Log book and dive tables are yours to
keep!
All you need be concerned about is enjoying the wonderful experience of scuba diving with all the
new friends you will make.
When you're learning to SCUBA dive you want to make sure that you are in the very best hands. At
Dive HQ our expert staff also train instructors and are some of the most qualified teaching staff in
the country.
For us, the most important thing is for you to have fun while diving in a safe environment!
Local - Course Structure
$599 - PADI Open Water certification.
The first section of the course takes place at Dive HQ Christchurch typically over two full days on
Saturday and Sunday. This section covers knowledge development and confined water/pool training.
The open water section of this course will take place in Wainui (Akaroa) or Lake Coleridge depending
on weather conditions This involves 2 dives per day transferring your newly attained skills to the
open water environment.
Includes:
•

Manuals

•

Log Book

•

Certification
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•

Dive Cylinders and Air fills

•

SCUBA Equipment (Excluding Mask, Snorkel, Fins, Booties, Gloves & Safety Sausage)

•

4 Open Water Dives

Requirements:
•

Medical form to be completed by doctor

•

Read and Sign Dive HQ Christchurch disclosure agreement form

•

Mask, Snorkel, Fins, Booties - (These can be hired for an additional $100, however we
recommend the purchase of these items as a personal fit will give you a better dive
experience)

•

Gloves and Safety Sausage

•

Watched Open Water DVD (bond of $60 required and refunded when returned)

•

Have read your PADI Open Water manual and completed knowledge reviews 1-5 by the start
of the course.

Extra add ons:
If you feel the cold you can also complete your Open Water Course in the comfort of a dry suit for an
extra $150. This includes the hire of the suit and an extra lesson for using the suit safely.
Get accredited with the NZQA Level Three Unit Standard #4384 (Worth 7 credits)
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University of Canterbury on campus STAR courses
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University of Canterbury Distance Learning
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YOOBEE School of Design

SEE YOUR IDEAS COME TO LIFE.
FIRST CALL TO ENROL!!!
Bookings for our School Holiday Programme.
All courses run from 9am to 3pm all days. Links to enrol via website and programme PDF,
are at the bottom of this e-mailer. Correction - ZBrush is a 2 day course.
*Open to Year 11 - Year 13 students only.

3 day
3D Modelling with Maya
$210.
In this exciting three day
workshop you’ll be taken
through the 3D modelling
process by one of our
expert 3D modellers! You’ll
be using Autodesk Maya,
the industry standard
application for 3D
modelling animation in the
film and television
industry. Over the three
days, we will give you a
variety of pre-developed
character sheets to choose

3 day Digital Graphic
Design.
$140.
Want to be a Graphic
Designer? Get an
understanding of Graphic
Design software and the
creative process in this two
day short course. Using
Adobe Photoshop,
illustrator and
InDesign,you’ll learn how
to create your own designs
and make them
communicate using
principles of typography,

2 day Zbrush Character.
$140.
Want to learn the
techniques that industry
use to create 3D models
for movies, games and
animation? In this two-day
course you'll master the
basics of ZBrush to create,
modify and render your
own 3D character. You’ll
then work with ZBrush to
sculpt, paint textures and
add high frequency details
to your models. ZBrush
works best with a Wacom
drawing tablet. If you have
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from, then we will take you
through the process stepby-step of turning the
concept artwork into a 3D
model. This is a great way
to test your interest in 3D
modelling, animation, and
game art and
development.

If you don't have a scanner
app, the above button will
take you directly to the
School Holiday Programme
page on our website, from
where you can enrol your
students for the
programme.

hierarchy, styling and
layout.

3 day Web Design. $210.
One of the fastest growing
global industries, game
design and development
skills are highly sought
after both locally and
internationally. Get a feel
for the process and
personalise assets for your
own game-from modelling
and texturing assets,
through to placing your
content into a game engine
environment this course is
an awesome introduction
to an exciting industry.

a drawing tablet at home
feel free to bring this along
to use during the class.
*Bring your own Wacom
Tablet is required.

2 day Web Design. $140.
Get a head start into the
exciting world of Web
Development in this twoday course! Here you will
build a basic, three page
website, and learn about
HTML, CSS, and responsive
design so that your work
looks great on mobile as
well as on a desktop! The
web industry is booming in
New Zealand and abroad,
it is a great choice if you
want to make finding a job
easy in the future.
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3 day Film
Production. $210.
Here’s an opportunity to
make a short film, music
video or a documentary
over the holiday break!
You will learn about
planning, story-boarding,
filming, directing and
editing a short clip using
Adobe Premiere Pro, with
the opportunity to add
some exciting visual effects
in Adobe After Effects. See
your final production
projected in a screening,
and receive feedback from
some of Yoobee’s specialist
tutors.

If you have a scanner app,
this QR code will take you
directly to the School
Holiday Programme page
on our website, from
where you can enrol your
students. Please feel free
to send this on to students
and parents.
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Street Talk defensive driving skills course
Enrolment Form 2019
Street Talk is a NZ Transport Agency approved defensive driving skills
programme.



Please enter details very clearly as this information will be used for your official records
and certificate.
Full name - exactly as on your licence:
_________________________________________________
Address:

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
___________________________ Postcode ___ ___ ___ ___
Educational institute/school, work or other organisation
________________________________________

Telephone (home): (

) _______________ Mobile: _______________________

E-mail: ______________________________________________________________
Date licence issued:

What class of Driver’s Licence do you hold? ______________
____/____/_______ D.L. Number: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___
Date of birth:

____/____/_______

Preferred course: Location: _____________ Start Date ______/______/______
Course cost includes a one-hour individual Hazard Identification practical driving
assessment and coaching session carried out in your own car at an agreed time after
completion of the class sessions.
If required we can provide a manual car for the practical session for an additional charge
of $20.

Enrolment requirements:
Cost: $175.00
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MAINZ at Southern Institute of Technology
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Audio Engineering
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Live Sound
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Introduction to DJing
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Vertical Horizonz
Gateway Health & Safety
Our training solutions can be tailored to meet the
individual requirements of your school. This gives
you maximum value for money, and the assurance of knowing your students will stay safe.
Unit
Unit Descriptor
Level Credit
Standard
Demonstrate knowledge of workplace health and safety
497
1
3
requirements
Describe risk factors that contribute to injury on construction
14609
3
3
sites
Demonstrate knowledge of the prevention and management
17591
3
8
of Discomfort, Pain and Injury (DPI) in the workplace
Identify the causes of back injury and methods to prevent
17592
3
4
back injuries in the workplace
17593
Apply safe work practices in the workplace
2
4
Demonstrate knowledge of hearing conservation in the
17594
3
3
workplace
Apply hazard identification and risk assessment procedures
17602
3
4
in the workplace
19522
Undertake job safety analysis
3
3
Demonstrate knowledge of and carry out health &
21209
2
4
safety procedures for a building construction site
Demonstrate knowledge of the management of drug
22316
2
6
and/or alcohol related problems in the workplace
Demonstrate knowledge of hazards, hazard control,
23540
2
5
and the consequences of injury in a rural workplace
Identify factors and describe how to manage factors
23542
3
4
that contribute to injury in a rural workplace
Describe hazard identification and control, and apply risk
25046
2
2
assessment procedures under supervision in the workplace
30265
Apply health and safety risk assessment to a job role
3
8
Demonstrate knowledge of workplace health and
30266
3
6
safety culture and practices

Introduction To Team Leadership (2 Days)
Unit Standard Unit Descriptor
1307
Speak to a known audience in a predictable situation
1312
Give oral instructions in the workplace
27563
Describe teams and team leadership

Fire Safety: VHNZ To Supply Equipment (1 Day)
Unit Standard Unit Descriptor
3271
Suppress fire with hand extinguishers and fixed hose reels
4647
Explain principles of fire science
Demonstrate knowledge of fire and emergency warden
18408
duties in the workplace

Level
3
3
3

Credits
3
3
4

Level Credits
2
1
2
1
3

3
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Basic Harness Systems (1 Day)
Unit Standard Unit Descriptor
Use a safety harness for personal fall prevention when
23229
working at height

Confined Space Hazards (1 Day)
Unit
Unit Descriptor
Standard
Demonstrate knowledge of hazards associated with confined
18426
space
Low Level Scaffolding (2 Days)
Unit
Unit Descriptor
Standard
Erect and dismantle non-notifiable prefabricated frame
9184
scaffolding up to
5 meters in height
Demonstrate knowledge of the erection and dismantling of
13016
scaffolding
up to five meters in height
13053
Erect and dismantle scaffolding up to five meters

Level Credits
3

4

Level Credits
3

4

Level Credits
3

5

3

3

3
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To discuss further options or to book a course please see
Angelika
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